
Choosing Removable Drives

New! PCIe Removability: QX310
• Removable drive for native PCIe/NVMe SSDs
• Intelligent thermal design prevents bottlenecking
• Rugged metal construction
• Extraordinary high-speed performance

For decades, CRU has been relied on to supply removable drives for
workstations, desktops, and laptops. Our partners continue to trust in CRU
to create and deliver innovativeremovable solutions. CRU is the sole supplier
of removable drives to several major manufacturers, CRU drives have been
the standard for government agencies and others who need to efficiently,
safely, and securely transport data.

CRU Removable Drives

Removable drives are the fastest and most cost-efficient way to

transport volumes of data since shipping hard drives is faster

than delivering overing the internet. Removable drives are also

ideal for securing data because they’re easy to take out of a

computer and store in a safe location.

Anatomy of CRU Removable Drives
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For more information on CRU removable drives, 
contact sales@cru-inc.com, +1 (360)816-1800.

Learn More

Removable drives are used in
workstations and desktops, as

well as in digital cinema systems,
military vehicles, point-of-sale

terminals, copiers, and a variety
of OEM systems.

CRU removable drives provide simple large-volume data

security and data transport, and expand the utility of 

workstations, desktop computers, and laptops. Customers

who value data security, or who have found network data

transfer to be slow, expensive, or impractical should consider

CRU removable drives.

•  Whenever anyone needs to move large datasets, keep data secure,
   or work at different computers
•  Transporting data to cloud platforms
•  Big data, visualization, and other HPC tasks
•  Secure backups

•  Automotive/transportation
•  Federal government agencies
•  State and local government agencies
•  Educational institutions
•  Genomics, pharmaceutical, biomedical research, and life sciences
•  Media and entertainment

For more info, visit us online at:
cru-inc.com

CRU Removable Drives Offer Reliable
Data Security and Transport 

Learn More

Multiple Markets

Multiple Opportunities

Many Uses Many Reasons

Powerful and Versatile Utility

Transport
Network speeds can’t compete.

Security
Lock up data in a safe place.

Storage
Harness the information explosion.

Backup
Easy and convenient for
backup and archiving.

CRU’s rugged removable drives, which
are rated for tens of thousands of

insertions, offer a proven way to move
data to where it’s needed.

Removable drives make it easy to share
large datasets amongst workgroups or

around the world.
Computer downtime is decreased when

removable drives are used because a
failed drive can be replaced in seconds.

Whether managing data growth or
keeping projects separated, removable
drives are an efficient way to address
ever-increasing storage requirements. Storing removable drives in a secure place is

a simple way to manage confidential data.

It’s faster to send data via courier or
sneakernet than over the internet

or networks.
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Removable drives use carriers to house bare disk drives, and the
carriers are inserted into frames, which are installed into standard-
sized bays in computers, workstations, and other equipment. Frames
and carriers are available in a variety of configurations for all
capacities of 2.5” and 3.5” hard drives and SSDs, as well as M.2 and
U.2 PCIe/NVMe SSDs.
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CRU removable drives have been relied on for decades for simple

and dependable data security and data transport. CRU removables

stand apart because of our commitment to high-quality products.

• Industry-leading insertion/removal cycles

• Best components available for durability

• Metal construction for ruggedness and thermal conductivity 

Trusted and Rugged

Industry-leading
rugged connectors


